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Motivic structures in quantum field theory
Matilde Marcolli

ABSTRACT. This is a writeup of the lecture given by the author at the StringMath 2011 conference in Philadelphia. It gives an overview of recent work of
the author, in collaboration with Aluffi and with Ceyhan, on some aspects of
the occurrence of motivic structures in perturbative quantum field theory.

1. Motives and qnant.nm fields

The theory of motives originated with Grothendieck's idea of a "universal cohomology" theory for algebraic varieties, underlying the different realizations (de
Rham, Betti, etale cohomologies, Hodge structures). The first detailed account of
Grothendieck's theory of motives was given by Marrin in [36].
In this sense, categories of motives "interpolate" between categories of varieties
and their cohomologies. In particular, since categories of motives are constructed
by replacing the stricter notion of morphisms of algebraic varieties with a more
general notion of correspondences, they tend to be better behaved than the category
of varieties itself. In the best possible case, one obtains an abelian category. This
is indeed the case when one works with the category of pure motives, which means
motives associated to smooth projective varieties, with the correspondences given
by algebraic cycles modulo the numerical equivalence relation. In this case, a result
of Jannsen [29] shows that the category one obtains is abelian.
1.1. Pure motives. More precisely, the objects of the category of pure motives are triples (X,p,m) of a smooth projective variety X, an endomorphism
p E End( X) with p 2 = p, and an integer m E Z. Morphisms are given by
Hom((X,p, m), (Y, q, n)) = qCorr(;;)(X, Y) p,
where Corrj,...,~Q(X, Y) denotes the Q-vector space of equivalence classes of algebraic
cycles in X x Y of codimension m - n. The algebraic cycles are considered modulo the numerical equivalence relation, which means that a cycle Z is numerically
trivial ( Z ~ 0) if its intersection pairing with arbitrary other cycles is zero. The
composition of morphisms
Corr(X, Y) x Corr(Y, Z) --+ Corr(X, Z)
is induced by the intersection product in X x Y x Z,
(rrx,z).(rr~,v(a) • rr~,z(iJ)).

Here 1rx,z, 1i"X,Y, 1fy,z are the projection maps from X x Y X Z to X X Z, X X Y,
andY x Z, respectively, • denotes the intersection product, and a and (3 are (linear
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combinations of) cycles in X
following diagram:

(7rx,z),(7r;_.y(a) •

X

Y and Y

X

Z, respectively, as illustrated in the

proved by Francis Brown [16]) that the periods of mixed Tate motives over Z are
<Q![(27ri)- 1 ]-linear combinations of multiple zeta values. The latter are numbers of
the form

7r~.z(l'i)) C

L

((n,, ... ,n,)~

O<k,

The category Mnum,Q(k) of numerical pure motives obtained in this way is a
semi-simple abelian category [29]. The Tate objects in the category of pure motives
are defined as the objects of the form <Q!(m) ~ <Q!(1)0m The Tate motive <Q!(1) is
defined as the formal inverse of the Lefschetz motive lL, which is characterized by
the property that the motive of the projective line IP'1 is of the form 1 + !L.
1.2. Mixed motives. In view of the applications of motives to quantum field
theory, however, one cannot restrict oneself to the setting of smooth projective
varieties. In fact, the varieties that occur in that context are typically singular
hypenmrfaces. The theory of motives of varieties that are not smooth projective is
much more complicated than the case of pure motives and it goes under the name
of mixed motives.
In this case, one obtains only a triangulated category VM of mixed motives,
for which there are several different (but equivalent) constructions, by Voevodsky
[42], Hanamura [27], and Levine [32]. The triangulated structure reflects the long
exact sequences in cohomology associated to embeddings of subvarieties Y c X,
m(Y) -+ m(X)-+ m(X" Y) -+ m(Y)[1],
where m(X) denotes the object in the category 1JM defined by a variety X, and
the homotopy invariance property
m(X x A 1 ) ~ m(X)(-1)[2],
where (-1) denotes the Tate twist, obtained by tensoring with the Tate motive.
Inside the triangulated category VM of mixed motives one can identify a subcategory 1JMT C 1JM, which is generated by the Tate objects <Q!(m). This is
called the (triangulated) category of mixed Tate motives. In the case of varieties
defined over a number field, a crucial vanishing result [33] allows the construction
of an abelian category of mixed Tate motives, obtained as the heart of at-structure
in this triangulated category. For the reader interested in a gentle introduction to
the subject, a brief account of motives for physicists can be found in [38], while
a general overview on motives and quantum field theory is given in the author's
monograph [37].
1.3. Motives and periods. An aspect of the theory of motives which is
of direct relevance to quantum field theory is its relation to periods of varieties.
Periods are a special class of numbers that can be obtained by integrating an
algebraic differential form over a cycle defined by algebraic equations in an algebraic
variety, see [30]. Interestingly, the motivic nature of the variety determines what
kind of numbers can arise as periods. In particular, it was conjectured (and recently
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ki!'

<· ·<k,

with nj 2: 1 and nr 2: 2.
This very special class of numbers is precisely the original source of the connection between motives and quantum field theory. An extensive investigation by
Broadhurst and Kreimer [15] revealed the pervasive occurrence of multiple zeta
values in computations of residues of Feynman integrals. A way to begin to understand how that may relate to some underlying motivic properties (see [12]) is to
express the Feynman integral computations in terms of the well known Feynman
parametric form.
1.4. Feynman amplitudes, For a massless (Euclidean) perturbative scalar
field theory, the Feynman rules prescribe propagators associated to the internal
edges ei of each Feynman graph r that are given by quadratic forms qi in the
momentum variables and momentum conservation laws at all vertices. The resulting
Feynman amplitude is then expressed as an integral of the form ([10], [28], [37])

(1.1)

U(r)

~

J

6(l::7-l Ev,iki + I:;~l Ev,;P;) dDkl·., dDkn
Ql · · · Qn

where n ~ #Eint(r), N ~ #Eext(r) are the numbers of internal and external
edges of the graph, the qi are quadratic forms in the momentum variables ki, the
Pj are assigned external momenta, and 6 is the Dirac delta function imposing the
momentum conservation law; D is the spacetime dimension, and

+1
Ee,v

~

{

-1
0

t(e) ~ v
s(e) ~ V
otherwise,

with s(e) and t(e) the source and target vertices of the oriented egde e .. In the
following, we will use the notation U(r) for the Feynman amplitude, as in (1.1),
or U (r, p) when we want to explicitly stress the dependence on the datum of the
external momenta p.
These Feynman amplitudes sati~fy some formal properties that make it possible
to reduce the combinatorics of graphs involved in the perturbative expansion. In
fact, one can consider only connected graphs, since

U(r, II r 2 ,p)

~

U(r,,p,)U(rz,pz)

and one can further reduce to 1PI graphs, namely those graphs that cannot be
disconnected by the removal of a single internal edge. Indeed, for a connected
graph described as r = UvET r v, a tree with vertices replaced by lPl graphs r v,
one has
U(r ) ~
U(r
) o((Pv)e- (p,, ),)
,p
veT
,,p,
q,((p,),)
.

II

These formal properties can be abstracted to define formal "algebra-geometric Feynman rules", which can be obtained, for instance, though invariants of singular varieties based Chern classes, or from classes in the Grothendieck ring of varieties, and
which behave, in certain respects, like physical Feynman rules, see [3], [4], [1].
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1.5. Parametric form of Feynman integrals. The Feynman parametric
form of the amplitude is obtained from (1.1) by passing to Schwinger parameters
through the identity

1.6. Divergences and periods. In this form, one sees the ultraviolet divergence in the form of a pole of a Gamma function. Up to that divergent factor, the
"residue" is given by the integral
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(1.2)
The so called Feynman trick then expresses

_1_ = (n- 1)!
q1 · · · qn

J

I.:~-1 ti) n
+ · · · + tnqn)

S(l-

(t1q1

dt1 ... dtn-

Let {ir }r~ 1 , ... ,b, (r) denote a choice of a basis of H1 (r), namely a collection of loops
ir of edges in the graph r that generate the first homology. With a change of
variables k.1 =

ui

+ l..:;=l f!iTXn
1)ir

where

±1 edge ±

={

0

e, E loop ir

otherwise

one then obtains the Feynman amplitude in the form
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( Pr(t,p)-n+De/2wn
J~n

\llr(t)-n+D(1+1)/2 .

Unfortunately, this integral itself is still in general divergent. These infrared divergences come from the intersections of the domain of integration with the locus
defined by the vanishing of the polynomial in the denominator. Thus, these integrals need to be further regularized and renormalized, before one can properly
interpret them as periods. This issue is discussed at length in the work of Bloch,
Esnault, Kreimer [12[, and Bloch and Kreimer [13), [14], where algebra-geometric
techniques based on blowups, monodromies, and limiting mixed Hodge structures
are used to address the renormalization problem for these divergences.
For simplicity of exposition, I am going to ignore here these important divergence issues and refer the readers to 112], 113), [14] for an appropriate discussion.
If the integrals (1.2) were convergent, they would indeed be periods. In fact, one
can define the graph hypersurfaces as

Xr =

{t E Anl'lir(t) =0},

in the affine case. Since the polynomial Wr is homogenous with deg = br(r), one
can also consider the projective hypersurface
where the integration is over the simplex Un = {t E Ill:';: I I.;, t, = 1}, with Wn
the volume form. The integrand is given by the graph polynomials: the Kirchhoff
polynomial. This can be written as a determinant involving the matrix 17in and
also explicitly as a sum over spanning trees Tcof the graph r,

'lir(t)

= detMr(t) =

L II t,
T

with

(Mr)kr(t) = Lli'f/ik'f/ir·
i=O

e'1.T

Xr

=

{t

E

IP'"- 1 'lil'(t)
1

=

0}.

In terms of explicit calculations of classes in the Grothendieck ring, it is often
convenient to go back and forth between the affine formulation in terms of Xr and
the projective one in terms of Xr.
The domain of integration in (1.2) is the simplex un, which is a chain with
non-trivial boundary. Thus, the integral can be regarded as a period for a relative
cohomology, namely

One also has

v, (t ) = Pr(t,p)
r ,p

'lir(t)

with

Pr(p, t) =

E sa II t,.

ccr

eEC

Here the sum is over cut-sets C (complements of spanning trees plus one edge),
and sc = (LvEV(r ) Pv) 2 are functions of the external momenta, with Pv =
1

LeEE t(r) t(e)=vPe, with the conservation law Z::::eEEE:z:t(r)Pe = 0. One has
deg
= /, 1 (r) = deg Pr - 1. In the stable range where -n + Di/2 :> 0, the
Feynman amplitude is an integral of a ratio of polynomials of the form

qi;"

while in the simpler log divergent case with n = Di/2 one has

where ~n = {f1, t, = 0} is a divisor that contains the boundary &un of the domain
of integration. (We are assuming we work in the stable range -n +Di/2 :> 0, where
the other graph polynomial Pr(t,p) does not appear in the denominator.) When
one takes the divergences into account, as in 112], [13), this relative cohomology is
in fact replaced by a similar relative cohomology involving a, toric variety obtained
as an iterated blowup of Jpm-l. More precisely, the divergences happen where Xr n
CTn f:- 0. This locus is clearly contained inside the divisor ~n :> Bun of coordinate
hyperplanes. In fact, since the graph polynomial has positive coefficients, it has
no real solutions in the interior of the positive quadrant, so the only place where
the hypersurface can meet the simplex is along the boundary 8a-w One proceeds
as in (13J to an iterated series of blowups of pn-l along the coordinate linear
spaces defined by edges of lPI subgraphs. The result is a toric variety P(r). The
iterated blowups that define P(r) have the effect of separating the strict transform
of X T' from the non-negative real points. Deforming the integration chain leads to
a monodromy problem and the subtraction of divergences is then achieved in terms
of Poincare residues and limiting mixed Hodge structures (see 113]).
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1. 7. The polynomial count ability question. Thus, from this point of view,
the question of why one finds multiple zeta values when evaluating residues of Feynman integrals can be reformulated as a question on whether a relative cohomology
group of a hypersurface complement is a realization of a mixed Tate motive. Very
early into the development of the subject, Kontsevich conjectured that the graph
hypenmrfaces Xr themselves may be always mixed Tate. Tviore precisely, the conjecture was formulated in terms of a closely related property, polynomial countability.
A variety X that is defined over Z admits reductions XP modulo varioUB primes p.
These give varieties defined over finite field~ JFP and one can count the number of
their algebraic points Xp(IF'q) for field exten~ions 1Fq with q = pm. The variety X is
polynomially countable if \he counting function #Xp(JFq) i' a polynomial in q with
Z coefficients. (One can also consider a weaker conditions where this hold~ for all
but finitely many primes.) This polynomial countability property is related to the
mixed Tate nature of the motive of X through the relation between the counting
of points over finite fields and the cla"'e' in the Grothendieck ring of varieties that
we discu~s more precisely below. The conjecture was, at fir:::;t, verified for all graphs
with up to twelve edges in [40], but was later disproved by a remarkable general
result of Belkale and Brosnan [8], which showed that, on the contrary, the graph
hypersurfaces can be "arbitrarily complicated" as motives, in a sense that we'll
discuss more precisely below. Recently, explicit counterexample~ were found by
Doryn [22] and by Brown and Schnetz [19]. The counterexample identified in [22]
fails the polynomially countable condition, but may still satisfy a weaker version for
all but finitely many primes, while the example of [19] exhibits a more substantial
failure of polynomial count.ability.

Notice t.hat, if X is a variety that is neither smooth nor projective, but which
has a strat.ification by strata that are smooth (quasi)projective, then one has a
corresponding well defined cla;;s [X] in Ko(V), obtained in terms of the clas,es of
the strata. Thus, if X is a variety whose motive m(X) in the category of mixed
Tate motives is mixed Tate, one knows that the corresponding class [X] will also
be mixed Tate as a virtual motive, that is, an element of the subring Z[IL]. This
is essentially because a mixed Tate motive has a filtration whose graded pieces
are pure Tate motives. Subject to some conjectures (such a.s the Tate conjecture,
see the discussion of this issue in [7], for instance), a converse statement would
also hold, namely if the class in the Grothendieck ring is a virtual Tate motive,
the the variety is a (mixed) Tate 1notive. The conjectural statement needed here
is essentially the fact that the numbers Np of points over finite fields suffice to
determine the motive. Since the counting of points over finite fields is an additive
invariant that factor' through the Grothendieck ring, the class [X] would then also
suffice.
The class [X] of a variety in the Grothendieck ring Ko(V) is regarded as a
"universal Euler characteristic'' for the variety, [9]. The reason lies in the following
fact. An additive invanant of varieties is a function on algebraic varieties with values
in a commutative ring R which satisfies x(X) = x(Y), for isomorphic varieties
X~Y, and
x(X) = x(Y) + x(X" Y),
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1.8. Virtual motives as universal Euler characteristics. While thecategory of mixed motives has a very complicated construction, and it is generally hard
to work directly with the mixed motives themselves, there is a very good invariant
of motives that can be more easily computed and which is very useful in order to
detect properties of motives. This is given by the class in the Grothendieck ring of
varieties K 0 (V).
The generators [X] of Ko(V) are the isomorphism classes of smooth quasiprojective varieties and the relations are the inclusion-exclusion (or sci~sor congruence) relation

[X]= [X'- Y] +[Y],
for a closed embedding of a smooth closed subvariety Y C X and the product
relation that gives the ring structure,

[X]· [Y] =[X

X

Y].

Classes in the Grothendieck ring Ko(V) are alw called vir·tual motives.
The Grothendieck ring has an alternative presentation, a.s shown in [9], where
the generators are isomorphism clasnes of smooth projective varieties and the relation' are given by the blowup formula [Bly(X)] = [X]- [Y] + [E], withE the
exceptional divisor of the blowup, together with the trivial relation [0] = 0 and the
ring structure given again by the product.
In the Grothendieck ring of varieties the (virtual) Tate motives are the elements
of the subring Z[IL], where lL = [A 1 ] is the class of the affine line, the Lefschctz
motive.
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for a closed embedding of a subvariety Y C X, and

x(X x Y) = x(X)x(Y).
Any additive invariant of varieties factors through the Grothendieck ring, as a ring
homomorphism
X: Ko(V)--'> R.

One readily recognizes that the properties of additive invariants are exactly
those that are satisfied by the Euler characteristic: inclusion-exclusion and multiplicativity on products. Indeed, examples of additive invariants are: the topological Euler characteristic or the virtual Hodge polynomial in the case of complex varieties; the couting of algebraic points in the case of varieties over finite
fields; the Gillet-Soule motivic Euler characteristic Xmot : Ko(V)[IL -l]--'> Ko(M),
given by Xmot(X) = [(X,-id, 0)] when X is smooth projective and by a complex
Xmot(X) = W"(X) in more general case, as defined in [25].
2. Virtual motives of graph hypersurfaces
In this section we recall some results on the virtual motives of the graph hypersurfaces. We focus on the recent work of Aluffi and the author ([2]-[5]).
2.1. Graph hypersurfaces and the Grothendieck ring. Suppose X is a
variety defined over Z. The conditions that a variety X is a mixed Tate motive,
that its class [X] in the Grothendieck ring Ko(V) is a virtual mixed Tate motive (it
lies in the Z[IL] subring), and that X is polynomially countable are closely related.
If X is a mixed Tate motive then its virtual motive is mixed Tate and the counting
of algebraic points for the reductions modulo the various primes is a polynomial
function for all but finitely many primes (to account for primes of bad reduction).
In fact, if one assumes certain conjectures (Tate conjecture), then knowledge of the
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[A 1 ]

counting function #Xp(lFq) determines the motives, so that the converse would also
be true.
The result of Belkale and Brosnan [8] mentioned above, which disproved the
Kontsevich conjecture on polynomial countability of the graph hypersurfaces can
then be stated in the following way: the graph hypersurfaces Xr generate the
Grothendieck ring K 0 (V), localized at lLn -JL, for all n >I.
This means that, in an appropriate sense, the graph hypersurfaces can be arbitrarily complicated as motives: any class in the (localized) Grothendieck ring can be
obtained from graph hypersurfaces, including those that are not mixed Tate. Thus,
as the graphs become more and more combinatorially complicated, one expects to
see more and more non-mixed-Tate examples appear among them, even though the
results of [40] show that the classes remain mixed Tate for all graphs with up to
twelve edges. The occurrence of the first explicit counterexamples of [22] and of
[19] shortly past the previously explored range confirms this understanding. The
result of Belkale and Brosnan [8] is a very deep and elaborate result, which depends
on a universality theorem for matroids.
It is worth pointing out that there is an interesting dichotomy in the Grothendieck ring between what happens when one inver-ts JL and when one illlitead sets JL
to zero. As shown by Larsen and Lunts (31] in the context of motivic integration,
setting lL to zero in the Grothendieck ring K 0 (Vc) gives the ring of stable bimtional
equivalence classes of varieties

Z[SB]

= Ko(V)IJL~o·

It was shown by Aluffi and the author in [5], by a very simple and direct
argument, that the graph hypersurfaces span the subring Z inside Z[SB]. Thus,
while the graph hypersurfaces are "as general as possible'' when one inverts JLn- JL,
they are just equivalent to points when one sets lL = 0. This property depends
upon a deletion-contraction type formula, that we discuss in more det.ail below.
It is also interesting to point out that the localization of Ko(V) at all the
elements JL n - JL is isomorphic to the Grothendieck ring of special Artin stacks, as
proved by Toen in [41], though it is not yet clear what this identification may be
saying in this quantum field theory context.
2.2. Computing in the Grothendieck ring. While computing virtual motives is generally easier than working in the category of mixed motives, it still
happens rarely that one can give a completely explicit calculation of the class [Xr]
of a graph hypersurface Xr. We recall here a sufficiently simple example from [2],
where one can carry out a calculation completely explicitly.
The banana graphs me graphs with two vertices and n parallel edges between
then, as in the figure.
The graph polynomial of the n-th banana graph r n is

I!Trn{t)=tr .. tn(_l_+ ·
t1

+_1_)
tn

with lL =
the Lefschetz motive, as above.
The reason why, in this case, one can carry out the computation explicitly is
that one can compare the hypersurface of a planar graph with that of the dual
graph via the Cremona transformation.
The Cremona transformation is the map

(& :···:~)

C : (tr : · · · : tn) H

defined outside the singularities locus Sn of the divisor of coordinate hyperplanes
Bn = {IJ, t, = 0}. This is the locus defined by the ideal

lsn = (tr · · · tn-1> tr · · · tn_ztn, · · · , trt3 · · · tn)·
The relation between the graph polynomial of a planar graph and that of the
dual graph is then given through the Cremona transformation as

1
\l!r(tr, ... ,tn) =(II t,)I!Trv(f[ 1, ... ,t;; )
so that we have

C(Xr n (lP'"- 1 "Bn))

=

Xrv n (lP'n-r "Bn)·

This gives an isomorphism of Xr and Xrv outside of ~n, see [2] for more details.
For a banana graph r n the dual graph r~ is just a polygon with n sides,
for which the graph hypersurface Xr~ = £ is just a hyperplane in pn-l. One
then computes separately the contribution to the virtual motive coming from the
intersection with the locus ~n,

[Xr J = IXr n n BnJ

+ IXr

n

"

Bn]
1

and from the complement. One finds, in terms of the class 'll' = [IGm] = [A ]- [A 0 ]
of the multiplicative group,

[.C , Bn] = [.C] - [.C n Bn]
Xr, n Bn
so that [Xr,J = [Sn]

=

Sn

+ [.C" Bn]

with

'll'n-1 _ (-1)n-1
'll' +
1
[Sn] = [Bn] - n'll'n-z,

gives the formula (2.1).

2.3. Sums over graphs. When one works with graphs that are not necessarily planar, one can still look at the image of the graph hypersurfaces under the
Cremona transformation. The dual hypersurface obtained in that way is then not
necessarily a graph hypersurface, but it can still give useful information on the
original graph hypersurface. This approach was used by Bloch in [11] to prove a
very interesting result about virtual motives of certain sums of graphs.
If one considers only graphs that have no looping edges or parallel edges, then
such graphs can always be realized as sub graphs of the complete graph on the same
number of vertices. By analyzing the graph hypersurface of the complete graph, and
its relation to those of subgraphs, through the Cremona transformation method,
Bloch showed in [11] that the sum
(2.2)

and the class in the Grothendieck ring turns out to be explicitly given by the formula
(2.1)

IXr, l

!Ln- 1
=

lL -1 -

(JL -1)n- (-1)"
lL

n (!L -1)n-2,

is always in the subring Z[lL] of virtual Tate motives, even though the individual
terms [Xr] will, in general, not be in Z[lL].
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This result suggests that, although individual graphs may give non-mixed-Tate
contributions, the sum over graphs in Feynman amplitude~ may still be mixed Tate.
There are two subtle problems in this, though: the first is that the typical sum over
graphs in Feynman amplitudes is a sum over graphs with a fixed number of loops,
not of vertices, and it i' not clear whether a result like (2.2) may be expected in that
case. The second problem is with the fact that periods do not factor through the
Grothendieck ring, so the (renormalized) Feynman amplitudes U(r) also will not
decompo~e well according to a decomposition of the variety Xr as a class [Xr] in
the Grothendieck ring. Thus, even if a result analogous to (2.2) could be obtained
for the more physical sum over loops, the result for classes in the Grothendieck ring
would not directly imply a result of the same type for the Feynman amplitudes.

2.4. Deletion-contraction relations. The graph polynomial satisfies a deletion- contraction relation. Namely, for a graph r with n :2: 2 edges, with deg Wr =
1!. > 0, one has
Wr = te'.lir"'e + Wr;e
where the polynomials of the deletion and the contraction are, respectively, given
by

Wr,e

=

awr
7!J4:

and

Wr;e = Wr/tn=O·

It is a well known result about the graph polynomials (Proposition 5.2 of (39])
that the irreducible components of a graph hypersurface are themselves graph hypersurfaces of subgraphs that cannot be disconnected by removing a single vertex.
Thus, one can assume that the graph hypersurface is irreducible, or work separately on each irreducible component. One can then apply the following general
fact, proved in [4]. For X= {,P = 0} c IP'n- 1 , andY= {F = 0} C IP'"- 2 with a
polynomial ,P satisfying a decomposition

,P(t1, ... , tn)

= tnF(t1, ... , tn-1) + G(t1, ... , tn-1),

one obtain• that the projection from (0: · · · : 0: 1) gives an isomorphism

X '- (X n Y) --"'-; IP'n- 2

,

[An- 1

[An'-.

Xr]

= lL. [An- 1

'-

(Xr" n Xr;,)J- [An- 1

'-.

Xr"]

[An- 1

[A"'-.

Xr] =

(IL -1). [An- 1

'-.

Xr,,J =

(IL- 1).

w-

1

'-.

Xr;,]

if e looping edge.
One certainly docs not expect an actual deletion-contraction relation for the
virtual motives, expressing the class [An ""'- Xr] solely as a function of the classes
[An- 1 -... Xr"J and [A"- 1 '-. Xr;e] of the deletion and the contraction. In fact,

-...

(Xr" n Xr;,)]

in the del_etion-contraction formula can make it difficult to explicitly compute the
class of Xr using this method, there are some operations on graphs for which one
can carry out the computation explicitly and reduce the formula above to a real
deletion-contraction formula. This happens because of a useful cancellation in the
intersection term, [4].
Here we use the notation IU(f) =[A"'- Xr], which is suggested by the abstract
"Feynman rules" type properties of this virtual motive (see [3]).
The first such operation is the replacement of an edge of the graph by a number
of parallel edges between the same pair of vertices, namely r me is obtained from r
by replacing an edge e by m parallel edges, with f 0 , = r '- e and r, = r. Then
one obtains as in [4] an explicit generating function

L

IU(r,,,)

s~ = eT~ -+~-, IU(r)
m.
e'll's

+'Ire-s

+

~IU(f'-.e)

+

(seT'_eT~~~-')IU(f/e),

in the case where e not bridge nor looping edge, with 11' = [<Gm] E Ko(V). The case
of bridges or looping edges gives rise to a similar formula.
This formula is obtained in [4] by first considering the case of the doubling of
an edge, for which the inclusion-exclusion formula for the virtual motive gives

1U(r2,) = IL ·[A""-... (Xr n XrJ]- IU(r)

[Xr n XrJ

if e bridge;

(Xr,, n Xr;,)J

2.5. Recursive operations on graphs. Although the presence of the term

where y is the cone of y in wm-l.
This leads directly to a form of deletion-contraction relation for the virtual
motives of the affine graph hypersurfaces Xr C A", as proved by Alufli and the
author in [4]:

if e not a bridge (an edge whose removal would increase the number of connected
components of the graph) or a looping edge (an edge with source and target at the
same vertex) ;

-...

with the intersection of the hypersurfaces of the deletion and the contraction.
1t is precisely this intersection Xr,e n Xr;e that is difficult to control motivicauy. In fact, two varieties can be mixed Tate but intersect along a non- mixed-Tate
loc~. So, if one tries to use this deletion-contraction formula to compute the class
of Xr, for increasingly complicated graphs, in terms of the less complicated r ""'- e
and r [e, one wil~at some point run into non-mixed Tate examples where, although
both Xr"'e and Xr;c are mixed Tate, the intersection Xr"'e n Xr;e is not.

m2'0

Y,
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if one has such a relation, it would imply that the virtual motives always remain
mixed Tate, since we know they are mixed Tate for small graphs. Indeed, the
deletion-contraction formula described above is more subtle, and it involves the
more cornplicated term

=

[Xr;,] + (IL- 1) · [Xr" n Xr;,J,

where ro denotes the graph obtained by attaching a looping edge to f/e. As
one can see, in this case a cancellation occurs that eliminates the term with the
intersection of the hypersurfaces of the deletion and the contraction and one obtains
the recursion formula

IU(f2,)

=

(IL- 2) · 1U(f) + (IL- 1). IU(f-... e)+ 1L. 1U(f /e),

which only uses the data IU(f), IU(f-... e), and 1U(f/e).
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A similar recursive formula exists for the operation of splitting an edge by
inserting valence two vertices. An example of an application of these recursive
formulae is the computation of the virtual motives for "lemon graphs" and chains
of polygons, [4]. If Am is the lemon graph m wedges and r;; is the graph obtained
by replacing an edge e of r with a "lemon wedge" Am, one finds that the virtual
motives are given by the generating function:

If Er is a normal crossings divisor in A/- with Y(8an) c :Er, then the main question
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2

2.: llJ(rA )sm =
m?O

m

(1- (11' + 1)s) 1U(r) + (11' + 1)11's 1U(r' e)+ (11' + 1)2s 1IJ(r /e)
1-11'(11'+1)s-11'(11'+1)2s2
'

in the case where e is not bridge nor looping edge, and by a similar formula otherwise. The recursive relation is in this case of the form

and the terms am = 1U(Am) form a divisibility sequence, namely 1IJ(Am-tl divides
1IJ(An-t) if m divides n.
3. Other approaches

We discuss in this section some other closely related approaches to the question
of the motivic nature of the residues of Feynman integrals.
3.1. Determinant hypersurfaces and Schubert cells. Another way of
looking at the problem of the nature of the periods and motives involved in the
Feynman integral computations is to use the description of the Kirchhoff polynomial Wr as a determinant (the matrix-tree theorem) to map the relevant period
computation from the complement An""" Xr, whose motive is hard to compute and
generally not mixed Tate, to the complement of a determinant hypersurface, which
is always mixed Tate. The cost of doing this is to trade the simpler divisor I:n that
contains the boundary Oo- n of the domain of integration, for a more complicated
locus whose motivic nature may be complicated to compute explicitly. This is the
point of view proposed by Aluffi and the author in [6], which we recall briefly here.
More precisely, one has a map

Y: An--+ A£

2

Y(t)kr = Ltt'lik"7in

,

which identifies the affine graph hypersurface with the preimage

Xr =

y-t(iJ,)

of the determinant hypersurface iJ, = {det(x;j) = 0}.
The virtual motive of the determinant hypersurface complement is much simpler than that of the graph hypersurfaces. It is a mixed Tate motive with class in
the Grothendieck ring given by the explicit formula

' (v- 1).
lA'' "vt~ = lLm rr
i=l

Thus, when Y is an embedding, one can compute the Feynman amplitude as

r - {

U
(

) -

}T(on)

Pr(x,p)-n+D£f2wr(x)
det(x)-n+(Hl)D/2

becomes whether the motive

m(A/' "iJ,, Br" (Br n De))
is a mixed Tate motive. Here the notation m(X, Y) is used to denote the object in
the category of mixed motives underlying the relative cohomology H'(X, Y).
It is possible to identify some explicit combinatorial conditions on the graph r
that ensure that the map

Y:An'-Xr <-+ A''"iJ'
is an embedding. One has the following conditions (see [6]): r is a closed 2-cell
embedded graph t-: r Y 8 9 in a Riemann surface of genus g, with 8 9 ""'- r union of
open disks (faces). The closure of each is a disk. Two faces have at most one edge
in common. Every edge in the boundary of two faces.
Then a sufficient condition that ensures that the map to the determinant hypersurface complement is an embedding is that r is a 3-edge-connected graph with
closed 2-cell embedding of face width ?: 3. The face width is the largest k E N such
that every non-contractible simple closed curve in 8 9 intersects r at least k times.
(It is set to be co for planar graphs.) Notice that, in the usual physics terminology, a 2-edge-connected graph is called a 1PI graph, while the 2-vertex-connected
condition conjecturally implies face width .: : :_ 2.
One can then look again at the question of identifying the motive m(X, Y).
One~ first observes that the divisor :Er is always contained, :Er c f:.e,g, in a
divisor I:,, 9 , for f = C- 2g + 1, where

f:,,,

=

Lt u · · · U L({)

is a union of linear spaces L~, so that f:.e,g can be described by equations of the
form
Xij
= 0 1~ i <j ~ j - 1
{

X;t

+ · · · + Xi,f-1

=

0

1

~

i ~ j- 1

and
(3.1)
where f:~:, 9 is a normal crossings divisor containing Yr(Be5n) c f:.e, 9 , which depends
only on£= b1 (r) and on g, the minimum genus of a Riemann surface 8 9 in which
the graph can be embedded.
As observed in [6] a sufficient condition for the motive m(X, Y) of the form (3.1)
to be mixed Tate is that the varieties of frames are mixed Tate motives, where for
a collection Vi, ... , V.e of linear subspaces in a fixed £-dimensional vector space, the
variety of frames JF(Vt, ... , V,) is defined as

lF(V1, .. , V,) := {(vt, ... ,v,) E A'''- iJ, I Vk E Vk}·
In the case of two or three subspaces this can be verified directly (see [6]): for two
subspaces with d12 = dim(V1 n 112) one has
[lF(Vt, V2)] = lLd,+d, -lLd' -lLd' -lLd,+t + lL"" + lL.
In the case of three subspaces with D = dim(V1 + V2 + V3 ), one has
[lF(Vt, 1/2, %)] = (lLd'- 1)(lLd'- 1)(lL"' -1)

MOTIVIC STRUCTURES IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
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-(JL- 1)((lLd' -JL)(lLd"'- 1) + (lLd' -lL)(lLd"- 1) + (lLd' -lL)(lLd" -1)
+(lL _ 1)2(JLd' +ddde-D -JLdne+1) + (JL _ 1)3
However, one cannot use these cases to start an induction argument.
.
One can see the difficulty by another formulation given in [6]: consider the
locus Flnge,{d,e,J({vi}) of complete flags 0 c EI C E2 C · · · C Ee =" E, With
dimEi n Vi= di and dimBt n ~+I= et. One can ask when these are mrxed Tate,
for all choices of di, ei.
The variety of frames IF(V1, ... , V,) is a fibration over this Flage,{d,e,j( {V,})
and the virtual motive satsifies

[IF(V1 , .

.,

V,)]

= [Flage,{d,e,) ( {V;} )](JLd,

-1)(JL d, -JL '' )(lL de-lLe,) · · (JL d, -JL'•-')

where FlagP,{d,e;j({V;}) is an intersection of unions of Schubert c~lls in flag :arieties The motivic nature of such loci is known to be a very dehcate questwn
related to the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture. So one sees where the difficulties resurface under this point of view.
3.2. Motives and Feynman amplitudes in configuration spaces .. In
what we reviewed so far, the point of view is always on the approach to perturbatiVe
quantum field theory where the Feynman integrals of individual Feymnan graphs
are computed in momentum space. One can also take the dual, :on~guratwn sp.acc
point of view and analyze the question of the occurrence of motives 1n that settmg.
I will recall here some recent work of Ceyhan and the author [20] that explores the
motivic setup for Feynman integrals in configuration spac~.
Tn this setting, the singularities of the Feynman amphtudes occur .along a hypersurface Zr in xvr 1 for X the spacetime manifold, whose real locus lS along the
diagonals

L'>.e = {(xv)vEVr I Xv, = xv, for ilr(e) = {v1, v2}}.
The configuration space itself, for a given Feymnan graph

Confr(X) = xVr .....

u 6.,

=

r

is given by

xvr ..... u,cgrl'>.o,
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For these wonderful compactifications, which have the purpo::;e of blowing up
the locus where the singularities of the Feynman amplitudes occur, one can explicitly compute the motive, both in the category of Voevodsky motives (in the case
where X is quasi-projective) and as a virtual motive. In the smooth projective
case the Chow motive computation follows from the general result of Li Li for the
wonderful compactifications [35].
In the Voevodsky category of mixed motives, we find (see [20]) an explicit
expression for the motive m(Confr(X)).
One uses the notation MN := {(MoboE9,
1 :SIt~ :S r~- 1, Ito E Z} with
1'~ = To,N' := dim(no'EN,o'col'>..,,) -dim i'>.o and ll~tll :~ Z" 7 E9r fL.,, as in [35).
Then the motives of the compactification is given by

E9

m(Confr(X)) = m(xVr) Ell

m(XVi 1 'N'r')(ll~tll)[2ll~tlll

NE9r-nests,p.E111N

where the notation r;oN(r) means the quotient rjj('Y1 u ... U')',.), where N ~
{f',, ... , l'r} is the 9-nest and the quotient double brn: r 1h means the graph obtained from r by shrinking each connected component of the subgraph /' to a
(different) vertex.
One can compute in a similar way the virtual motive in the Grothendieck ring
of varieties, which is given by (see [20))
[Confr(X)] ~ [X]IVrl

L

+

[X]IVr;oN(rJI

NEYr-nesls

L

]LIIi•ll.

p.Ef>dN

In both cases, the key to obtaining these explicit formulae is the presence of
blowup formulae: for mixed motives ([42])
codirny(V)-1

m(Blv(Y))

2,<

m(Y) Ell

E9

m(V)(k)[2k],

k=l

and for the virtual motives the Bittner relations ([9])

[Blv(Y))

=

[Y)- [V)

+ [E]

=

[Y)

+ [V)([IP" 0 dimv(V)- 1)-1),

eEEr

with 9r the set of snbgraphs that are induced (they contain all edges of r between
the given subset of vertices) and 2-vertex-connected.
.
To treat the divergencet~ along the diagonals, one can embed the configuratJOn
space

Confr(X) <-+

IT Bl""xvr
')'E9r

inside an iterated blowup along a family of diagonals associated to suitable subgraphs. This gives rise to a particular case of what is n1ore gener~lly known as
the De Concini-Procesi "wonderful compactifications" [21), which m turn generalize the Fulton-MacPherson compactification [24]. The compactification can be
explicitly described in terms of strata

Confr(X) = Confr(X) U

U

XJv

NE Q-nests

of a stratification by Q-nests of subgmphs, see the work of Li Li, [34], [35], for
more details on the more general com;truction of wonderful compactlficatwns for
arrangements of subvarieties.

where E is the exceptional divisor. One then obtains the formulae for the wonderful compactifications of the configuration spaces of Feynman graphs using their
description as iterated blowups.
In particular, one sees from these explicit formulae that Confr(X) is a mixed
Tate motives whenever X is. Moreover, to regularize the Feynman integrals one can
lift the amplitude computation to the blowup Confr(X). This generates some ambiguities related to monodromies along exceptional divisors of the iterated blowups
(the scenario is reminiscent of the situation one encounter::; in momentum space in
[13]). The residues of Feynman integrals can then be expressed in terms of pei·iods on hypersurface complement in Confr(X) and some of these residues can be
computed using Poincar6 residues, in terms of periods on intersections of divisors
of the stratification, see [20].
4. Further comments, questions and perspectives

[15] have now
been rigorously proved to be periods of mixed Tate motives in recent work of Francis
Brown, [17], by mapping the period computation to moduli space Mo,-n and using
f,]] the original cases computed by Broadhurst and Kreimer in
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and of Brown [18].
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of Goncharov and Marrin

[26]

Heuristically, the fact that the graph hypersurfaces remain mixed Tate for a
surprisingly large size of the graph (the first counterexample found by Doryn has 14
edges), is related to the fact that these hypersurfaces are very singular, with singularities in low codirnension, which allows for the motive to be much "simpler" than
that of less singular hypersurfaces of the same degr·ee. It is in any case an interesting question Lo study the singularities of the graph hypersurfaces and have good
invariant that estimate how singular they arc. The Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson
classes of singular varieties are a very refined invariant that measures how singular
a variety is. These Chern classes of singular varieties can be conveniently assembled into an invariant of the gl"aph hypcrsurface complement that behaves like an
algebra-geometric Feynman rule, in the sense of [3]. It is shown in the recent work
of Aluffi [1] that these invariants also satisfy a deletion-contraction relation and
recursions formulae, similar to those we recalled above for the virtual motive.
While the general result of Belkale and Brosnan [8] and the recent explicit examples of Doryn [22] and Brown and Schuetz [19] show that graph hypersurfaces
become non-mixed-Tate as the graphs become sufficiently large, the question remains of whether the specific period given by the Feynman amplitude may still be
itself a mixed Tate period. In fact, in principle, it may happen that the specific
piece of the cohomology that is involved in that period computation remains mixed
Tate even if the variety itself is no longer a mixed Tate motive. Some computation
of the middle cohomology carried out by Doryn in [23] are compatible with tills
possibility. However, there are good reasons at this point to believe that this guess
itself may be too strong and that Fcynman amplitudes that are non-mixed-Tate
periods will also appear for sufficiently large graphs. A good source of evidence in
this direction is in the recent paper (19], where Brown and Schuetz show that, for
physically significant graphs one can write the virtual motive of the graph hypersurface in the form [Xr] c= c2 (r)ll} mod JL3, where what they denote c2 (r) is a new
invariant, a class in the Grothendieck ring of varieties, which they expect will be
closely related to the "framing of the motive", which would be the smallest piece
of the motive carrying the information on the period. Thus, the fact that these
c2 (r) will eventually be non-mixed-Tate might be used to prove that the Feynman
amplitudes themselves will cease to be mixed Tate for appropriate graphs.
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